YEAST CULTURING 101: HISTORY, BASICS AND BEST PRACTICES

Presented by Shawn McBride on behalf of the Carolina BrewMasters
@ NHC June 28th 2013
HISTORY

• MOST OF HISTORY FERMENTATION WAS A DIVINE MYSTERY.
• KNOWN AS “GODISGOOD”.
• REUSE BEGAN IN TWELFTH CENTURY AND YEAST “DOMESTICATION” BEGAN OCCURRING. BREWERS USED YEAST FROM SUCCESSFUL BATCHES AND DISCARDED YEAST FROM BAD BATCHES.
HISTORY

- 1680 Anton van Leeuwenhoek first to observe yeast through a microscope.
- He did not know it was living.
- Fermentation was thought of as a spontaneous process.

- 1789 Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier described chemical nature of fermentation as parts of sugar turning into carbon dioxide and alcohol.
HISTORY

• MID 1800’S LOUIS PASTEUR ESTABLISHED YEAST AS A LIVING ORGANISM.
• PASTEUR MADE THE GREATEST ADVANCES THAN ANYONE IN THE HISTORY OF BEER.
• HIS BREAKTHROUGHS LED TO IMPORTANT ADVANCES FOR THE WHOLE CIVILIZATION.
• BREWERS ADOPTED PASTEURS IDEAS AND BEGAN CLEANING THEIR YEAST CULTURES.
HISTORY

• CARLSBERG BREWERY ISOLATED THE FIRST LAGER YEAST STRAIN.
• EMIL CHRISTIAN HANSEN WAS THE FIRST TO DEVELOP PURE CULTURE TECHNIQUES.
• SAME TECHNIQUES WE STILL USE TODAY
FERMENTATION TIMELINE

• LAG PHASE: ZERO TO 15 HOURS AFTER PITCHING.
  - Yeast begins acclimating to environment.
  - Cells begin uptake of oxygen, minerals, and amino acids.
  - Yeast need oxygen in order to produce sterols which are critical in yeast membrane permeability.
FERMENTATION TIMELINE

- EXPONENTIAL GROWTH PHASE: 4 HOURS TO 4 DAYS.
  - YEAST BEGIN CONSUMING SUGARS AND PRODUCE CO2.
  - CELL COUNTS INCREASE RAPIDLY.
  - YEAST PRODUCE ETHANOL AND FLAVOR COMPOUNDS.
  - LAYER OF FOAM FORMS ON SURFACE OF BEER.
FERMENTATION TIMELINE

• STATIONARY PHASE: THREE TO TEN DAYS.
  ➢ YEAST GROWTH SLOWS.
  ➢ MUCH OF THE FLAVOR AND AROMA COMPOUNDS HAVE BEEN PRODUCED.
  ➢ YEAST WILL RE-ABSORB MUCH OF THE DIACETYL AND ACETALDEHYDE PRODUCED.
  ➢ YEAST BEGIN TO SETTLE
WHAT YEAST STRAIN DO I USE?

• DR. GEORGE FIX DEVISED A UNIQUE SYSTEM FOR CATEGORIZING ALE AND LAGER BREWING YEAST.

• HE CREATED FIVE CATEGORIES FOR ALES IN AN ATTEMPT TO ORGANIZE THEM IN TERMS OF FLAVOR CHARACTERISTICS.

❖ ALES –
  ➢ **FRUITY**: COMPLEX FLAVORS, FERMENT AND CLEAR QUICKLY. TRADITIONALLY FROM ENGLAND
  ➢ **HYBRID**: ALE STRAINS THAT CREATE LAGER LIKE BEER. KOLSCH & ALTBIER.
  ➢ **PHENOLIC**: CLOVE AND BANANA. BELGians AND GERMAN WEIZEN.
  ➢ **CLEAN**: LOW FRUITINESS AND FUSEL
  ➢ **ECCENTRIC**: UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS. SOURS, SUPER HIGH GRAVITY.

❖ LAGER –
  ➢ **DRY**: CRISP, CLEAN, REFRESHING.
  ➢ **FULL**: MALTIER
YEAST CRITERIA/CHARACTERISTICS

• ATTENUATION: PERCENTAGE OF SUGARS YEAST CONSUME. USUALLY BETWEEN 65%-85%.

• FLAVOR PROFILE: FRUITY, PHENOLIC, DRY, & MALTY ARE SOME EXAMPLES.

• TEMPERATURE PROFILE:
  • FERMENTATION TEMPERATURE RECOMMENDATIONS.
    ➢ ALES TYPICALLY 60 - 75°F
    ➢ LAGER TYPICALLY 45 - 55 °F

• FLOCCULATION: ABILITY OF YEAST CELLS TO AGGREGATE INTO CLUMPS AND DROP TO THE BOTTOM. RESULTING IN CLEARER BEER.
FLOCCULATION

• HIGH -
  ➢ START TO FLOCCULATE BY DAY 3-5.
  ➢ HIGHER LEVELS OF DIACETYL AND LOWER ATTENUATION.
  ➢ GOOD FOR MALTY ALES.

• MEDIUM -
  ➢ START TO FLOCCULATE BY DAY 6-15.
  ➢ IDEAL FOR ALES.
  ➢ CLEAN, BALANCED FLAVOR PRODUCTION.

• LOW –
  ➢ FAIL TO FLOCCULATE BY DAY 15.
  ➢ GOOD FOR BELGIANS AND HEFEWEIZENS
REASONS TO CULTURE YEAST

• Cost.
• Brewing flexibility.
• Year around strain availability.
• Sharing with others.
• Nerd/Homebrew Bug factor.
EQUIPMENT

• SCALE THAT CAN WEIGH GRAMS ACCURATELY.
• STIR-PLATE W/ STIR BAR
• PROPANE TORCH
• BUNSEN BURNER *
• INOCULATION LOOP
• SYRINGE OR PIPETTE
• TEST TUBES
• PETRI-DISHES *
• ERLENMEYER FLASKS (50ML, 250ML, 500ML, 1000L, 2000ML)*
• PARA FILM/VINYL TAPE
• ALUMINUM FOIL
• PRESSURE COOKER OR AUTOCLAVE
• AGAR (STRONGLY SUGGEST AGAINST GELATIN SINCE IT WILL MELT)
• WORT (MALT BASED 1.030 – 1.040 SG)
• YEAST NUTRIENT *
• LABELS

* = IN MY OPINION THESE ARE OPTIONAL TO SOME DEGREE
LAB SPACE

• NO OR VERY LITTLE AIRFLOW.

• MINIMAL FOOT TRAFFIC, NOISE AND VIBRATION.

• ADEQUATE LIGHTING AND AMBIENT TEMPERATURES.

• WIPE DOWN ALL SURFACES WITH SANITIZING SOLUTIONS.

• CLEAN HANDS AND CLOTHING.
STERILIZATION

- USE A PRESSURE COOKER AND HOLD THE TEMPERATURE BETWEEN 250 & 273 °F FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES (15 PSI).
- WHEN USING A PRESSURE COOKER DO NOT VENT RAPIDLY, LET THE PRESSURE COOKER RELEASE THE PRESSURE ITSELF WHEN THE 15 MINUTES ARE UP. (RELEASING THE PRESSURE WILL RESULT IN THE LIQUID INSIDE BOILING RAPIDLY AND GUSHING OUT.)
WORT STARTER

• MINI BATCH OF BEER (BUT USUALLY WITHOUT HOPS).

• SPECIFIC GRAVITY BETWEEN 1.030 AND 1.040.

• 10 TO 1 RATIO OF MALT AND WATER.

• 1 GRAM OF DME FOR EVERY 10ML OF FINAL WORT VOLUME.

• 2 LITER WORT STARTER = 200GM DME AND ENOUGH WATER TO EQUAL 2000ML, AND 1/8TSP YEAST NUTRIENT

• YOU CAN ALSO MAKE EXTRA WORT AND CAN IT IN QUART SIZE AND 8 OZ MASON JARS. THESE CAN BE USED TO STEP UP SLANTS LATER. INCLUDE THE JARS IN THE PRESSURE CANNER WITH YOUR SLANTS SO THE STARTER WORT IS STERILE.
PREPARING SLANTS & PLATES

• SLANTS AND PLATES ARE MADE WITH 1-2% AGAR MIXED WITH 1.030 - 1.040 WORT AND NUTRIENT. (AGAR SOLUTION)

• 10-20 GRAMS OF AGAR TO 1 LITER OF PREPARED WORT.
PREPARING SLANTS

• PREPARE 1 LITER OF 1.040 WORT WITHOUT HOPS AND WITH NUTRIENT.

• SPRINKLE 15 GRAMS OF AGAR POWDER ON WORT SURFACE. ALLOW TO HYDRATE FOR A FEW MINUTES.

• STIR AND HEAT IN A MICROWAVE OR STOVE TO MELT THE AGAR AND BOIL FOR A FEW MINUTES UNTIL AGAR IS DISSOLVED.

• TRANSFER TO 4 DRAM (15ML) VIALS WITH A SANITARY SYRINGE OR PIPETTE. FILL ½ WAY.

• PLACE FILLED VIALS AND CAPS IN PRESSURE COOKER FOR 15 MIN @ 250°F (15 PSI). ALLOW TO VENT NORMALLY.

• CAP SLANTS LOOSELY AND PLACE AT A 20-35° ANGLE AND ALLOW TO COOL.

• STORE AT ROOM TEMP FOR ABOUT 24 HOURS.

• TIGHTEN CAPS AND WRAP WITH PARA FILM OR VINYL TAPE AND PLACE IN FRIDGE.

• ONCE INOCULATED LABEL SLANT WITH STRAIN AND DATE OR PRODUCTION
PREPARING PLATES

• PREPARE AGAR SOLUTION AS FOR SLANTS.
• PLACE AGAR SOLUTION IN Erlenmeyer Flask.
• PLACE FLASK AND PETRI-DISHES (IF GLASS) IN PRESSURE COOKER AT 250°F (15 PSI) FOR 15 MINUTES, MAKING SURE TO VENT NORMALLY.
• ONCE YOU CAN HOLD FLASK COMFORTABLY POUR AGAR INTO PLATES AND COVER WITH LIDS.
• ONCE PLATES COOL AND AGAR HAS SET STACK THEM AND WRAP A RUBBER BAND AROUND THE STACK. FLIP OVER ONTO LIDS.
• PLACE AT ROOM TEMP FOR A DAY OR TWO UNTIL CONDENSATION EVAPORATES.
• WRAP IN PARA FILM OR VINYL TAPE AND STORE IN THE FRIDGE.
• ONCE INOCULATED LABEL STRAIN AND DATE OF PRODUCTION
STREAKING A SLANT

- Ensure work area is sanitized and free of drafts.
- Sterilize or “flame” inoculation loop.
- Open slant (vial/smack pack) and flame opening.
- Cool loop by placing in sterile distilled water or touching agar portion of slant.
- Touch loop to yeast on surface of slant. Do not get a loop full, you only want to touch the yeast slick.
- Re-flame slant and close.
STREAKING A PLATE

• PICK UP AGAR SIDE OF PLATE.

• Grow plate 2-3 days at room temp.
• Once grown seal with para film or vinyl tape and store in fridge.
• When streaking a slant only 1 streak is done

Great Website with flash Animation showing this
STORAGE ALTERNATIVES

• OIL IMMERSION –
  ➢ AFTER INOCULATING SLANT ADD A LAYER OF STERILE FOOD GRADE MINERAL OIL. STORE IN FRIDGE.

• STERILE DISTILLED WATER IMMERSION –
  ➢ ADD 2-3 ML OF DISTILLED WATER TO A VIAL.
  ➢ STERILIZE IN PRESSURE COOKER AT 250°F (15 PSI) FOR 15 MIN.
  ➢ USING STERILE LOOP TRANSFER COLONY FROM PLATE TO WATER. (MATCH HEAD SIZE)
  ➢ CAP VIAL TIGHTLY, SEAL WITH PARA FILM OR VINYL TAPE.
  ➢ STORE AT ROOM TEMP OR FRIDGE.
STORAGE ALTERNATIVES

• FREEZING
• 1000ML STARTER FERMENTED OUT WITH CHOSEN YEAST.
• CRASH COOL IN FRIDGE TILL YEAST DROP OUT OF SUSPENSION. (2-3 DAYS)
• FILL STORAGE VIALS WITH 20% GLYCERINE (MAKE SURE IT’S THE KIND THAT IS SAFE TO INGEST).
• LOOSELY CAP VIALS AND PLACE IN PRESSURE COOKER AT 250°F (15 PSI) FOR 15 MINUTES. VENT NORMALLY, AND LET COOL TO ROOM TEMP.
• DECANT OFF MOST OF THE WORT IN THE STARTER AND WITH A SANITIZED SYRINGE OR PIPETTE EXTRACT ENOUGH YEAST SLURRY TO FILL THE VIAL ROUGHLY 80% FULL. (YOU WANT TO PULL FROM THE MIDDLE OF THE YEAST CAKE WHERE THE YEAST IS MOST HEALTHY.)
• CAP VIAL AND SHAKE VIGOROUSLY TO THOROUGHLY MIX GLYCERINE WITH YEAST SLURRY.
• PLACE VIALS INSIDE OF A SMALL COOLER FILLED WITH ICE PACKS AND STORE IN THE FREEZER. THIS IS ESPECIALLY ESSENTIAL IF YOU HAVE A SELF-DEFROSTING FREEZER.
## YEAST STORAGE MATRIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage Method</th>
<th>Reliable Shelf Life</th>
<th>Maximum Shelf Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvested Slurry (38°f)</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agar Plate (38°f)</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>1 year if sealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agar Slant (38°f)</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>1-2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Immersion (38°f)</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>3-5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Immersion (38°f)</td>
<td>4-6 months</td>
<td>10-14 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Freezer (-2°f)</td>
<td>0-2 years</td>
<td>5+ years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PICKING A COLONY

• COLONY SELECTION IS A VITAL PART OF CULTURING.
• REMOVE PLATE OR SLANT FROM STORAGE AND ALLOW TO WARM-UP TO ROOM TEMP.
• ANALYZE PLATE/SLANT FOR UNUSUAL LOOKING COLONIES OR MOLDY AREAS. IF MOLDY DISCARD.
• SHINY COLONIES USUALLY ARE A BACTERIAL INFECTION.
• MISSHAPEN COLONIES OFTEN ARE WILD YEAST.
• YEAST COLONIES ARE ROUND, CREAMY, AND OFF-WHITE OR MILKY-MANILLA COLORED DISCS WITH A PEAK IN THE CENTER.
• COLONIES SHOULD BE BETWEEN 1/8” TO 3/16” (3-5 MM)
• SELECT ABOUT 10 COLONIES TO MAINTAIN GENETIC DIVERSITY WHEN ADDING TO A STARTER.
YEAST COLONIES IN SLANTS

- HEALTHY YEAST IN 4 VIALS, A MOLD SPOT IN THE FAR RIGHT VIAL. THIS VIAL IS CONTAMINATED AND THE YEAST COLONY SHOULD NOT BE SAVED.
STEPPING UP A STARTER

ALL STEPS SHOULD BE DONE IN A CLEAN, SANITIZED ENVIRONMENT. SPRAY, WIPE OR DIP VIALS, JARS AND WORKSPACE WITH STARSAN/ONE-STEP.

• PLAN TO STEP UP SLANTS 6-7 DAYS IN ADVANCE OF YOUR BREW SESSION

• USE A FLAMED/SANITIZED INOCULATION LOOP AND SCRAPE A SMALL AMOUNT OUT OF A SLANT AND PLACE IN A 15ML TEST-TUBE STARTER. CAP THE VIAL AND GENTLY SHAKE IT TO MIX THE YEAST INTO THE WORT.

• SLIGHTLY LOOSEN THE VIAL CAP – LET IT SIT 24-48 HOURS AT ROOM TEMP.
STEP 2

• TIGHTEN THE VIAL CAP – GENTLY SHAKE, THEN POUR THE WORT AND YEAST MIX INTO 8OZ JAR OR 250ML OF STERILE WORT.

• ADD SANITIZED STIR BAR, PUT LID ON THE JAR AND SCREW IT DOWN SNUG. (IF USING A FLASK USE A SANITIZED PIECE OF ALUMINUM FOIL AS A CAP.)

• SHAKE THE 8OZ JAR OR 500ML FLASK GENTLY TO AERATE, THEN SLIGHTLY LOOSEN THE LID SO IT’S NOT TIGHTLY SEALED. (IF USING A FLASK LOOSEN ALUMINUM FOIL TO UNSEAL.)

• PUT THE JAR/FLASK ON A STIR PLATE AND ALLOW THE YEAST TO GROW AT ROOM TEMP (68-70 DEGREES) FOR 36 – 48 HOURS.
STEP 3

• ON DAY 3 OR WHEN YEAST ACTIVITY IS VISIBLE IN THE JAR/FLASK, POUR THE CONTENTS INTO A LARGER JAR OR FLASK WITH ENOUGH STERILIZED WORT TO MAKE A 1-3 LITER STARTER.

• IF DOING 10 GALLON BATCHES SPLIT EVENLY BETWEEN 2 SEPARATE 2000ML FLASKS AND GROW THEM SEPARATELY, OR USE A 5000ML FLASK.

• PLACE ON STIR-PLATE FOR 24-36 HOURS.
### TYPICAL STEP UP SCHEDULE FOR 5 GAL AVERAGE OG BREW (SUNDAY BREW DAY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunday Evening</td>
<td>Scrape loop-full from slant and place inside 15ml test-tube. Let the yeast wake up and grow 8-24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday Evening</td>
<td>Pour contents from vial into a 500ml flask filled with 250ml of sterile wort. Keep on stir plate 36-48 hours until wort shows activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday Evening</td>
<td>Step up the starter to 1-3 liters depending on the requirements of the brew. Keep on stir plate for an additional 24-36 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Cold Crash Starter in the fridge. Decant spent wort prior to pitching.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YEAST WASHING

(TECHNICALLY THIS IS YEAST RINSING – YEAST WASHING INCLUDES AN ACID WASH PROCESS)

• YEAST WASHING ALLOWS HOME BREWERS TO STORE ‘WASHED’ YEAST FROM A BATCH FOR SEVERAL WEEKS OR LONGER. VIABILITY DECREASES OVER TIME, AND SOME YEASTS STORE LONGER THAN OTHERS.

• THE RINSING PROCESS REMOVES MOST OF THE TRUB AND LEAVES HEALTHY YEAST THAT CAN BE STORED IN THE REFRIGERATOR FOR A SHORT TIME.

• STARTERS SHOULD BE USED IF THE YEAST IS STORED FOR MORE THAN A FEW DAYS.

• YEAST FROM HIGH GRAVITY OR HIGH IBU BEERS SHOULD NOT BE RE-USED, IT MAY BE STRESSED.

• AFTER A FEW GENERATIONS YOU MAY RISK CHANGES/MUTATIONS IN THE YEAST. YOU MAY END UP WITH LESS FLOCCULANT/ MORE ATTENUATIVE BEERS IN FUTURE BATCHES DEPENDING ON WHAT YEAST STAYS IN SUSPENSION DURING THE WASHING PROCESS.
YEAST WASHING PROCESS

• To begin, add 1 1/2 to 2 gal of water in a pressure cooker. Add a large jar (2-4 qt) and 2 pint jars and lids and cook for 15 minutes at 15 PSI. (250f) This will sanitize the jars, lids and the water.

• After pressure has been released fill the jars with water from the pot, screw on lids and let them cool to room temp.

• Rack and keg/bottle your beer. Then add the cooled, sanitized water from the jars into your fermenter.
Yeast Washing Process

• Gently swirl the water around in your fermenter, and let it settle for a few minutes.

• Next, pour the yeast/trub mix into the large jar. Wait 10-15 minutes for it to settle.

• Carefully fill the pint jars from the large without stirring up the settled trub/dead yeast on the bottom of the large jar. Cover and refrigerate. Make a starter before re-using the yeast.
• Some ale strains of yeast can be top cropped. This is the process of skimming yeast off the surface of the beer near the end of fermentation. This skimmed yeast can either be immediately pitched into another brew, or added into a jar with sanitized (boiled and cooled) water. It can be stored in the refrigerator similar to a batch of washed yeast.

• Here is Wyeast’s description on when to top crop: Yeast can be harvested once the gravity has dropped below 50% of original gravity. First head will rise approximately 24-36 hours into fermentation. Discard 1st skim (“dirt skim”). A clean, 2nd head will rise which can be harvested with a 2nd skim.

• To top crop, you must use a bucket to ferment so that you have access to the beer surface during fermentation.
TOP CROPPLING

• Use a sanitized stainless steel spoon or glass measuring cup and skim the yeast off the surface of the beer.
• Top cropping will only work with some wheat beer yeasts and some English yeasts. Yeast manufacturer web descriptions will usually specify if the yeast is suitable for top cropping. I’ve had great success top cropping with Wyeast 1318 London Ale III (see pics below). It also makes great EPAs, porters and stouts.
YEAST CULTURING WEBSITES

FREEZING YEAST:
HTTP://WWW.HOMEBREWTALK.COM/WIKI/INDEX.PHP/YEAST_BANK

STERILE DISTILLED WATER STORAGE:
HTTP://BREWERY.ORG/LIBRARY/STERILEDW1096.HTML

EXCELLENT CULTURING SITE THAT COVERS EVERYTHING:
HTTP://WWW.ALSAND.COM/BEER/YEAST/INDEX_E.HTML

ANOTHER GREAT CULTURING SITE:
HTTP://BREWIKI.ORG/YEAST/CULTURING

YET ANOTHER GREAT CULTURING SITE:
HTTP://WWW.JIMSBEERKIT.CO.UK/FORUM/VIEWTOPIC.PHP?F=12&T=35033

DISCOUNTVIALS.COM (I BUY THE 4 DRAM VIALS):
HTTP://WWW.DISCOUNTVIALS.COM/4-DRAM-GLASS-VIAL-PKG-OF-25-P/CT182170-25.HTM

MR MALTY YEAST PITCHING RATE CALCULATOR:
HTTP://WWW.MRMALTY.COM/CALC/CALC.HTML

LABORATORY METHODS FROM KSU:
HTTP://WWW.PHYS.KSU.EDU/GENE/G1A.HTM
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